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Saturnalia 
 
 
 
The golden stairs glanced at the truth 

without making a move while the river ran 

stained with insoluble ink towards the bank 

of faith. They held the indelible manuscript 

which would take them to some miserable 

triumph and, compliant with the path of their 

deaths, discussed withered intentions while 

the young girl's blush splashed the most 

rebellious passerby with its grimace that 

afternoon. Disguised as innocence they 

suspected of anyone who dared to break 



 

 

into their racks as trumpets inflamed the 

concept of the escape faster than any 

carafe exploding in a brand-new museum of 

pain. 

 

* 

 

The intrepid spending on purring food 

inculcated history's greatest lie. They didn't 

know that an infinitely narrower route than 

the one they expected from life in the most 

remote and desperate dawn of their tender 

youths was awaiting them. The worlds that 



 

 

subordinated possible and impossible 

eagerness before the bats from the abyss 

intensely appeased the buttocks of a 

national athlete.  

 

* 

 

Pour me like a jar to an insatiable, 

intolerable, intolerant, quenched, not 

quenched fountain! We were tasty like few 

fruits in the jungle of the lord. Surprise, the 

trick doesn't work in the lands governed by 

its holy glory. Man doesn't trace sleeping 



 

 

maps in the sisterhood of roundabouts 

anymore, even less when they implore 

intertwined punishments that poke the 

emotions of children.  

 

* 

 

Persecution without touch and without joy, 

trampolines shooting bullets, inseminations 

that end in tragedies, freedoms that are 

never reached. Symbols that enter societies 

which will never understand the meaning of 

true love. You could easily find all of those 



 

 

between the archives of the ghost of 

abandoned homes.  

 

* 

 

We roasted intentions with the strength of a 

monster scattering opportunities to 

international business and political leaders. 

While sucking blood we stamped lives that 

were lost, being that the destiny of some is 

not applicable to the scratches of others 

who, instead of respecting the path of the 

imbecile, release their wrath in the constant 



 

 

contemplation of stupidity.  

 

* 

 

Seed my infertile land because the Sun 

burnt that day more than six moons 

eclipsed by a supernova. Tremble on me 

because I cry when it's cold and the river 

doesn't flood more than the most 

tremendous collective paranoia that was 

from the beginning of times until today. Stop 

me because I'd go on until I ran out of 

blood, turning the whole sphere of humanity 



 

 

that contains me into carbon dioxide and 

everything that makes my DNA a particular 

and scientifically examinable matter.  

 

* 

 

The reason why it's better to traffic sperm 

today is that birds simulate greater pleasure 

while they fly with both wings than when 

they plummet as they're hit with rocks of 

yellow crystal.  

 

* 



 

 

 

Shinings are fake when they accuse. Looks 

accuse when they shine. Fakes shine 

because they accuse and because they're 

fake. Heroes are invalid now that the 

Cordillera crosses them, turns them into 

dust and mixes them with water to make 

clay and shape cosmic ondulations 

simulating universal productions of galactic 

genesis.  

 

* 

 



 

 

Influenced by spiritual metastasis we turn to 

steel the whole sensitivity of musical chords 

sheltered by the people and by the 

individual. We never go back to our original 

state because of the biting of hooks driven 

by the ambition of conquering unattainable 

concepts. 

 

* 

 

You're tame when you don't sustain 

disposable implements. The dream is not a 

luscious marble floor walked on by 



 

 

notorious personalities but an eliptic 

metamorphosis of unspeakable qualities. 

 

* 

 

The oral anxiety that conquers hearts isn't 

more than a show of salvajism inserted by a 

few persons who isolate themselves from 

the central purpose, which is to draw 

utopias elaborately without splashing with 

blood the fathomless abyss of collective 

property, but respect exists and it's 

conserved when it's about waking up early 



 

 

every morning and never forgetting the 

flamencos danced night after night in lurid 

bars smelling of lilies.  

 

* 

 

Poorly paid orchestras abound on this time 

of the year, elapse in tiresome motives and 

finally obey in grey tones to the most 

unpronounceable word of any language. 

This risk is taken when perversion is 

institutionalized as a standard within a 

fallacious culture infinitely more so than the 



 

 

one who raised you, person who reads, 

person who hears, person who surrounds 

their moans with alcohol to avoid infecting 

the sound aura of their neighbors.  

 

* 

 

My demon looks like a god when it breathes 

and like an infinite fleet of ships when it 

sighs. When it dawns it ignores the arbitrary 

designs of my ears and distinguishes the 

loneliness of my look from the sociability of 

my eyes. It glimpses the words it knows I'm 



 

 

going to say, docks comforting coos with 

invisible sounds and discusses the destiny 

of my purity with my hair. It submits me to 

ignoble pruriencies when so it wishes, but 

whenever I threaten to extirpate it from my 

head it bends on its knees to ask for 

forgiveness, thrilling me with its acumen 

and then returning to the throne of the 

privileges of the extraneous.  

 

* 

 

They yawn when they don't talk, they forget 



 

 

the stray tonsils of the deepest dream of the 

poorest child and they smile when they 

know that nobody's filming. Their stay, firm 

and colloquial, could intimidate any senator 

from any country. It's the battle of the life of 

those who pray, of those who cry, of those 

who never deplete. They'd be happy if it 

wasn't for the inevitable lachrymose 

outcome of the train stations which sparkled 

with the gloom of private passions and 

oblige the ritual to end halfway and relegate 

people to positions of unavoidable 

lightness.  



 

 

 

* 

 

Rules never change in the game of 

dizziness, where falls are not defeats but 

new stages in the total and absolute victory 

of the being above the nothing. There's not 

a day without a night that hasn't cried 

infinitely for knowing itself to be eternal. 

 

* 

 

Dawning is a good prospect when freedom 



 

 

abounds in the bed and in the world.  

 

* 

  

It's the new era of universal inclusion, of 

mortal acceptance, of peace with every 

stage of existence. It's not clear if it's 

because of the triumph of the ego or 

because of the new way of inciting to kill 

that the conjunctions are so close to Judeo-

Christian morality, causing the nausea of 

pregnant women not to be the only strong 

nauseas in the Western world.  



 

 

 

* 

 

Every childhood is divine: even the darkest 

turns into turbidity until it finally yields, light 

interceeds and everything becomes gold 

through an unexpected and benevolent 

alchemy. They get to possess the roots of 

their laments and the most exquisite 

ornament passes through the transit signals 

of the bluest firmament. 

 

* 



 

 

 

Inflaming the flux of the bra we discuss 

smeared in disgrace the hose that caresses 

shelves. Sucessive liberations are not 

enough during the war of bravery. Without 

relief they keep discussing fantastical 

trivialities which they believe to be real. It's 

not the moment to contemplate unstoppable 

destinies anymore. Not even staggering the 

goal of fishes in the summer is achieved. 

Without shame they show themselves, they 

dance and moan and despair because they 

know the end is approaching.  



 

 

 

* 

 

Undisputed is the free march of rough 

immunity. The calculation vibrates in its vital 

paralysis, the one which reminds of past 

disappointments felt like spits. Invencible 

drops that conceive illusions transit the 

thermometer of the child as if they were 

mercury. They are just humidities of the 

precarious ceiling, sinking carefully each 

member of the sterile shadow.  

 



 

 

* 

 

The piano initiates its night ballad.  

 

* 

 

Nobody inspires muses so much as the 

monasteries burning every Christmas.  The 

inflation of your soul rises prices but never 

the values contemplated by the noble glory 

of the constellations. Don't tell me what to 

do ever again and I shall never fall asleep 

on the fire.  

 



 

 

* 

 

Destroy the key of the noisy majesty 

because you know the enterprise of 

forgetting is concave. The curls of the  

thunder shake the freedom of the mercy 

discussing that their eclesiastic 

confrontations contain the most offensive 

insults of the kingdom of vengeance. Hell is 

not lack of wisdom, it's the bottom of the 

hurt verb roaring for compassion.



 

 

Feeding My Inner 
World with Hostility 
 
 
 
Leave my stairs alone, 

let me live on them, 

die on them 

You drag your stench through the air 

like a dynamic rope 

erotically asphyxiating someone 

You must be one of those superior beings 

who always have coins for the bus 

and toilet paper in their bags 

I hold everything without holding it: 



 

 

when I was 10 I peed on my bed 

and looked at people with fear, 

too shy to pronounce their names 

You keep crossing my stairs, 

it looks as if you were exercising 

The unnecessary quality of your existence 

pierces everything: 

crust, mantle, core, Papea New Guinea,  

maybe Pyongyang, 

and everybody who lives there 

you pierce with your attitude 

as if it was the laser ray of a superhero, 

that indiscreet look of yours



 

 

The Reduction of 
Beings to “Pieces of 
Ass” in the 
Contemporary Age 
 
 
 
Leave of grass, piece of ass, Shining Path 

Mercedes Sosa, mercenary fool, Euskadi 

Ta Askatasuna 

Nazi hunters, UFO hunters, Fuerzas 

Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia 

State of siege, football stadium, Ejército 

Revolucionario del Pueblo 

La Historia Sin Fin, Delfín hasta el fin, 



 

 

Frente Para la Victoria 

Wet nun, Viet Cong, Iraqi insurgence 

Message on Facebook, massage in Beirut, 

Unión Campesina 

Arjona singing, Arjuna fighting, Tamil Eelam 

Beef censor, 2001 census, 

Valence of mercury, genre violence, 

Judgement for torture, Puta Locura, 

Tenochtitlán, techno festival, 

Ku Klux Klan, Kurt Cobain



 

 

The Grey Kid 
 
 
 
The grey kid woke up that morning with 

effort 

and at school replied badly to the teacher 

who scolded and humiliated him 

before his classmates; 

he then intended to kiss his girlfriend 

but she turned away; 

he went to the gym and hardly could 

lift his weights; 

then he was hit by a car 

and took flight raising his wings 



 

 

majestuously; 

a Russian man photographed the moment, 

which was featured on the cover of TIME 

magazine 

and made more headlines than 

Thích Quảng Dức inmoling himself in 

Vietnam



 

 

Tremendous Touch 
 
 
 
You discovered the water's reason to flow, 

to shrink and disappear 

between inmense, asphyxiating clouds of 

smoke  

which torment what you were, 

what you are and will become 

A floating thread sustains the last breath 

of a creature that was born to be eternal 

Time goes by and carries the morbid misery 

of the tornado that succumbs to its own 

destruction 



 

 

A moan from Ganimedes is enough 

to satisfy your desires of justification 

The clamor of a dry fountain 

that could be the latest, that could be the 

best 

Accusing looks, 

so inevitable 

Private processes, 

so urgent and vital 

Peace and joy, 

a tremendous touch 

I'd wish to get away from so many looks, 

so many looks! 

A succession of gods that worship each 



 

 

other 

according to hierarchies: 

who says that we're not gods to the bacteria  

that afflict us, 

which attacking our inmune systems are 

looking to taste 

from the nectar of our divinity? 

Who says that churches, temples, 

mosques,  

synagogues, kingdom halls 

are not just spacial configurations 

which weaken the gods up there, 

strenghtening us with their placebo? 

I like to play with the end of your world, 



 

 

strange in its foliage and each time more 

narrow 

each time more scarce its green and  

more tender and more precious. 

I want to remember everything,  

to live my life all over again, 

to skip what I don't want, 

to repeat what I want, 

to save you in parts, goddammit, 

and possess your soul for centuries  

and centuries.



 

 

Astral Lament 
 
 
 
I smell the cutting edge of incongruence 

when the cathedrals, ungodly yet illustrous 

stop absurd movements of celestial 

mechanics; 

there's yet a fickle flame that rests in 

winter's bosom, 

and slowly but steadily sets myth and truth 

apart. 

While you learned to fly I was being 

executed 

in a gloomy dungeon far away from the city 



 

 

so never condemn those who forgive 

because divine pardon is the greatest of 

forgivenesses. 

I cry and I groan, I lament and I bleed; 

stigmata sets me apart from the rest of 

these swine. 

I've known that I was different ever since I 

came to be, 

as the air that they breathe had always 

rejected mine. 

Swollen with absence, my breast used to 

sail 

along the savage waters of some unknown 

sea 



 

 

and forgetting the existence of land, 

choosing to forget, yet not knowing how, I 

forgot. 

Stars ascend into madness in the form of 

symphonies 

making me slip between a life and another, 

but I'm fine because death is the beginning 

of yet another thing, thus it doesn't exist.



 

 

Ulterior Tropic 
 
 
 
Cancer is my father and my mother 

Capricorn 

Tropics sulphurated and trapped me, 

got pregnant with my flesh 

so I feared to fall in dark, moist and musty 

pits 

and I feared people too; 

I didn't want them to know 

that I could speak and didn't still 

Until fear gave place to resentment 

for those who danced on the graves of my 



 

 

ancestors 

treading on the pain of the soil 

and becoming hooks for anguish 

I hallucinated as well: 

I saw myself helping Jesus carry the cross 

and then dancing on roofs with sick, elderly 

people 

I breathe without actually breathing 

I contain solitude within my breast 

I miss those days in which company was 

annoying 

I see the waves come and go 

I crash against the window,  

I crash, 



 

 

until everything breaks against my face 

Until everything breaks and I break too, 

blood runs and ether disintegrates, 

atoms become divisible.



 

 

Wellspring 
 
 
 
Discover your paradise, dress up like the 

moon, 

like the moon that lightens your song. 

Hiding from obscure, sinister waterfalls, 

from the flow of its water drowning your 

control. 

Invent a new world that harbors in your 

soul, 

yell it and cry it until you lose your voice. 

The incense that saturates your nasal 

orifices 



 

 

but rings your being's most profound bells 

calling your most hungry corners out for 

lunch 

understands. 

Schizophrenic lover of dawn, 

when you grasp your own infinity 

you'll swim in fire.



 

 

The Infamous March 
 
 
 
Infinite compassion awaits you 

but you thrust your indifference. 

Punishing bodybuilders 

with the tyranny of premenstrual syndrome 

your world goes round. 

Castrating porn actors 

your hilarity grows. 

Getting presidents drunk without pity 

at important meetings 

your happiness flows. 

It's the revenge of love. 



 

 

Truncating futures 

assured by money 

you break with cursed motions. 

Destroying machines 

built by some new order 

you bring the great emotions. 

It's the revenge of your life 

and of the lives of everyone. 

Until a black and gigantic cloud 

cries acid rain 

destroying our skin and our limbs 

you won't be at peace, 

for mayhem is what you seek: 

you come from remote times, 



 

 

times of past wars, 

from continents left bewildered 

by the infamous march of the new world 

and its inconsolable progress. 

All the red of the Earth 

slowly but relentlessly 

blossoms upon us. 

Love each other!



 

 

The Punishment 
 
 
 
Embryos resting behind the veil of solace 

importance dismissed by the microphone's 

nuclei 

quarrels scattered throughout the fields of 

oblivion 

unreservedly delivered to the empire of your 

shelter. 

The dismissed importance climbing glasses 

blood flowing through the highest 

mountains 

insatiable triumph destroying our lives 



 

 

heretic chants, new moons, 

pointless arguments and burning suns 

It's the game that implosions 

building everything all over again 

to end with the dichotomy 

of a painless soul 

of a painless death 

of a happy world 

of a man without a vengeance 

so dissect my tongue, pulverize my quill, 

and proscribe these verses, for today 

death awaits me.



 

 

A Shangai Homeless 
Man and His Solitary 
Song 
 
 
 
A Shangai Homeless Man 

 

A demon is included with your buying of 

winged old men  

who with their high-flying make 

entire populations hallucinate.  

They don't know anything but they used to,  

interspersed their crops 

with iridescent pills. 



 

 

The magic word enslaves you,  

bribes you and menaces you,  

forever.  

The unsolved mystery is your butcher,  

and their cape is the blackest tone   

ever discovered by humanity.  

The man itself whose thinking sphere  

snows in a constant process  

becomes an eternal estuary  

with background elevator music.  

The richness of the stars and the simple  

and exciting quality of the anecdote  

keep turning memories into indelible sparks 

from a past life.  



 

 

The tunnel of reality 

ignores the vastness of the universe. 

 

His Solitary Song 

How do stars shine 

when the souls die? 

How does the most tender heart? 

Earnest is the hymn sung by those 

who burn flags 

without being their own cause 

themselves. 

The tree that grows on the youngest soil 

is compliant with the pattern of your being. 

Damned sensitive heart. 



 

 

Damned undestructable shield 

that takes me away from all feelings 

forever. 

See you on the hunt of Taoist witches, 

persecutor of fatality.



 

 

Photophobia 
 
 
 
Cohabiting under the sky 

serious faces shout 

and volatile, cruel structures 

combine with their coldness 

the pessimist tendency in hyperrealism. 

Unconsciously stellar 

your brain doesn't respond. 

Distances gnaw me, 

distances gnaw me. 

To weed out the vast horizon 

to penetrate in the gloom 



 

 

until my pupils see light, 

and nothing else. 

Telepathic vibrations, 

dreams that wake you up 

from how evocative they are 

and make you happier to be alive. 

Sleepless nights, 

tearful days. 

The sound of the water 

looks like heat and looks like cold. 

Peace drowns me with its dark but light 

yellowish and reddish green. 

Distance, lights, distance! 

I'd never again feed 



 

 

from your mephistophelic fervor, 

not even if I had to confront 

all of the world's karma in ice form. 

My eyes hurt 

from so much shining 

accostumed to the black, 

so profound.



 

 

You 
 
 
 
Once you told me, once you told me 

that it was to fuck with life 

only things that someone does 

just to play around with life 

and once again the dirty soul 

looks at itself in the river 

through the profound distance  

that confuses martyrdoms 

Grief liberated by the souls  

that rub each other 

getting wet in front of the aura  



 

 

of a rude silhouette 

Conjured immortals, 

madness outside of their control 

This orgy tastes like pain,  

it tastes like scratchs of lust! 

Once you told me, you informed me,  

that it didn't matter to go barefoot 

in some past instance 

it didn't matter to go barefoot 

and once again I fall and fall  

through a cube without edges 

to a hellish velocities and find myself  

without signals 

of life, or of anything 



 

 

Once again I am lost, 

and I'm confused by the wounds 

the ones that take my strength away 

but even when I feel like I can't 

I do it again 

(and the cold that chills my ribs 

and the heat released by you) 

Lloro por quererte, por amarte, por 

desearte 

Nunca pero nunca me abandones, cariñito



 

 

Fearless It Rises 
 
 
 
They conceive in their marrow 

an uncontrolled loss. 

Nightclub arguments, 

your sickness (your desire). 

Do Sun rays overwhelm you? 

The silver tone in every object 

turns perverse on judgement night, 

when liberation is minimal 

and enjoys your promises. 

My memories are divided like a fabulous 

fractal, 



 

 

like parallel lives on this planet Earth. 

Some have died 

and never risen from the dead. 

Some have never  

gone at all. 

Let's take, for example, 

the memory in which I opened my eyes 

uttering impossible words 

related to some non-existent book. 

I walked up the stairs one night, 

thought of a woman with stigmata 

and felt terrified. 

The next day I sat on the cornice 

doing my homework under the cloudy sky; 



 

 

my precious gel ink pen fell 

(I remember the orange one I loved so 

much). 

My head, 

against the floor, against the wall, 

continuously crashing.



 

 

The Reduction of 
Beings to “Browser 
Tabs” in the 
Contemporary Age 
 
 
 
I saw you, I added you, you accepted me, 

I messaged you, I commented on your wall, 

you liked 

my publication on your wall, 

you liked my profile 

pictures, you liked me, 

I liked you, 

we chatted and you made a joke 



 

 

and didn't get it, I insulted you, 

you talked to me again by the chat 

shouted abuse 

and I closed the window, I deleted you, 

I blocked you, 

I hated you, 

I despised you, 

I abhored you, 

I outlawed you, 

I exiled you, 

I forbid you, 

I rejected you, 

I discarded you, 

I damned you, 



 

 

I eradicated you, 

I condemned you, 

I excluded you, 

I forgot you, 

by facebook.



 

 

Dance for Two 
 
 
 
The floor shines in such a way 

that its squeak will makes us crazy 

when we dance 

(is it produced by your shoes, 

so expensive and useless?) 

Don't take offense 

and don't look at me like that 

(I want to appreciate your feet, 

so pretty and small) 

Our moves will be the envy 

of the whole salon. 



 

 

I would like to contemplate you 

through moldy mirrors 

hidden in the most humid bottom 

of the most remote well. 

I am now consumed by fury: 

everything that you are, 

everything you represent 

enrages and overwhelms me. 

My blood boils more and more, 

my body explodes at dawn, 

my blood evaporates in the evening 

and rains at midnight.



 

 

Your Soul 
 
 
 
I think of fictitious itineraries, 

that's how I pass the hours. 

Train lines that don't exist, 

stations swarm around my mind. 

The coffee is too hot. 

I think. 

I think of your pale arms, 

and it's enough. 

Tomorrow I'll be away 

and the landscapes that'll bless my eyes 

will be others, not yours. 



 

 

The landscapes of your soul don't exist 

because your soul doesn't exist. 

Everything exists more 

than your soul. 

 

 



 

 

Manzanares 
 
 
 
The vulnerable incline is sincere and obtuse 

the impossible craneum of the autoctone 

keylock 

frightened of incessant machine guns 

that roar without positive fear of the silence 

in chains vibrate not without malicious 

rainbows 

when the alarm of unhealthy fatigue wakes 

up 

your window could never become an exit 

because it sinks your diverse states of 



 

 

matter 

roaring, listen! screams of emerald gas 

self-imposed exile escaping from retaliation 

i mark you with the cross of torture 

because blood is red and green is the fury 

to wake up in a jungle has never been so 

sacred 

hells landfills sacrileges juggling 

you can't turn me on with winter fire 

windows of imaginary shops 

smile at your cybernetic struggle 

the horse is looking backwards screaming 

pink notebook town of the americas 

phobia of suicide clause pending from a jar 



 

 

spit on you with car crashes of centennial 

men 

why deranged if the bloody trap of the 

canary 

your gang avenue on the stupid comeback 

broadband pendrive bullet in the head 

stepdaughter with dental lobotomy for 

moscow 

digimon penetrates the fluvial fraudulent 

party 

evolution sweats vaginal foam 

flowers on the casual dresses romanian 

patterns 

fans at full blast twenty-four seven 



 

 

christopher colombus explosive boil 

persona non grata mountainous jugular 

acolyte scares off bird of the wet glass 

drunken insulin adriatic banquet gone crazy 

moans the sleepy impulse on paraguayan 

hammocks 

the bright sky of youth sings to me 

i don't change to move the band of insolit 

time 

all my sons have gone to war 

wasp shit dark sugar sometime 

purple milk backwards stairs screaming 

easy heroes punishments of kabbalistic 

aesthetic 



 

 

tremendous sauce castrense lucid intact 

the golden desert nourished in mirrored 

naps 

discuss me darings of flaccid fireflies 

conjunct evocations turn off centrifugal 

the brute line demonizes your efforts to fall 

vengeful bindweed confirms the squalid 

mood 

launching rockets of experimental ink 

that you get wet in my galactic oasis of 

velvet thorns 

the difuse glory in container crosses the 

suez canal 

the cloisters inserted in light sing a 



 

 

thousand serenades 

against the presidential balcony of the oniric 

kingdom 

international conferences 

territorial discussions 

android mercury overwhelmed and feverish 

sleepovers of blood spilt in twisted times 

in the morning the hopscotch at night the 

victory 

empress turned on by the games of 

euphoria 

transatlantic the virginal dub of 

phantasmagoria 

what torn leather floods me under the sun? 



 

 

the advent of the slope is the one that 

modifies 

cyclonic transmutations exiled from the 

mafia 

when the weather is cloudy caresses of 

eyelashes 

the fragance of the soup over some cloud 

radiate 

distress of the tropical flooded brain 

over the sidewalk they spit their crooked 

fingers 

your time sustains itself in romboidal 

apotheosis 

like xilophones of temporal secret 



 

 

helicopters 

ornamented the alien triumphant tragedy 

sings the melodious harlequin of mocked 

sex 

original rest the satanic witch invokes 

gasping brotherhoods of jelly and wine on 

sunday 

tremble with hate in complete nudity 

of open sky with mint in delta wings 

malicious party of asleep mirror in apple 

trees 

pirates fighting against the northern curse of 

psychosis 

activated by gyms of criminal avenue 



 

 

remembers transparent cascade of a 

passport on clock 

soviets swimming in a sea of vodka with hot 

dog



 

 

Hallucinated Storm 
 
 
 
Never torn the immaculate synchrony 

that wakes up in native summers 

driving away sleepy neighborhoods 

Never invoke the fear of abandonment 

that loses the keys and the cellphone too 

Never damn the sky that looks at you 

flowing like crystal when it rains 

and turning the skies into the seas 

Satellital TV anthens 

Morning fire illusions 

The thorn that embraces me in grey suns 



 

 

Hallelujah, hallelu-jah 

Logic vacillates and looks at me with ardor 

Hallelujah, hallelu-jah 

The magma of the uncertain says hello with 

terror 

Hallelujah, hallelu-jah 

At the edge of this cornice the shivers go 

crazy! 

Hallelujah, hallelu-jah 

The lunatic kilometer masturbates my smile 

and laughs



 

 

The Island of the 
Crabs 
 
 
 
We are violet 

we are orange 

we are sinister 

we are leap lears 

We sell tickets 

to false spectacles 

and we're always on top of the game 

Hundreds of dollars cover 

our naked bodies 

We do whatever we wish 



 

 

all the time, 

with no guilt nor responsibility 

Leafs crash 

tentacles crash 

pincers crash 

claws crash 

The Sun lightens 

the shadows between the trees 

Waves crash 

against the coast 

Days crash 

running over each other 

How exciting it's to cross the street 

for the first time 



 

 

The air is too hot 

the wait is too long 

Air escapes 

my smile escapes 

and life begins to die 

The curtains dance 

and the people dance 

but I can't see them 

Pain torments me 

I just see blackness 

and total darkness 

I think of shouting 

I think of escaping 

But the heat is gone 



 

 

and the wait is done 

and I'm born again, 

happier than ever



 

 

Border Strife 
 
 
 
Nobody understood me 

They went around their trivial matters 

while I flourished in the middle of the desert 

My language was the language of the aliens 

which you also spoke and so we flourished 

together 

But what to do when the flower is stumped 

over by a shoe full of dirt and worms? 

Will the spaceship come to rescue this soul 

so lost in the nameless frontier? 

At last recognized by international 



 

 

organizations 

we know that we are 

we know what we are 

Don't cut the telephone wire anymore 

let's just play cards while listening to folk 

Today it will be the years' biggest fight 

I told you to stop cutting the wire 

 

stop 

cutting 

the wire 

 

Don't you see what you're doing? 

don't cut your arm anymore, 



 

 

you made it bleed enough 

Sometimes I remember my baby, 

that pastor was a joke, 

bless the baby who was just born, 

he's too small to deserve any worse, 

the holy water trembles and burns and ah! 

I didn't give birth, I gave death! 



 

 

Always the Gringos 
 
 
 
Canal Zone, Panamanians get out 

it's all a mystery here 

a mystery swallowed by the darkness of the 

jungle 

In the middle of the night  

you only want to drink milk 

just like a camel puppy  

orphaned in the desert 

Lenin has inspired you many ballads  

and many tears 

but you still want to fuck Ronald Reagan 



 

 

(...)



 

 

Planetarian Delirium 
 
 
The adrenaline of the empirical 

dances in dead tongues to the bellows 

A wave, two waves, three waves 

what a discovery of the hidden coast 

surveyed by pirates  

of the memory of the maxim 

On the plains of Mars  

a decrepit track of rosemary 

faints by the diameter 

Thousands of stimulated bodies 

by the wrath of the soldier  

roaring shut up 



 

 

There's No 
Consolation (For So 
Many Tears) 
 
 
 
Every thing that people say about me is true 

Every thing that people think about me, is 

true 

Every thing that people suspect about me is 

true 

Every thing that people publish about me, is 

true 

That this is the whitest and the most golden 

world 



 

 

That plants don't wither 

That ants don't bite 

That pancakes bake themselves alone 

every day 

That it smells like gunpowder but it never 

explods in our garden 

That oranges are oranges and cherries are 

red 

That everything tastes so good 

That everything smells so good 

That to live is such a thrill 

That to die is such a swill



 

 

The Days 
 
 
 
I bathe the hammocks with ghost water, 

colony of manners, charm of mortals! 

We don't have quintales. 

The ravine loses the soul. 

I have you between the screams and the 

horror of the hurricane. 

I wish I could break the fraticidal struggle, 

but before life I took care of the rites. 

And then the distance calculates the mortal 

and the order of the livers turns me into a 

messenger. 



 

 

I said the mirror covers the copper, 

they know what's in between and the hot is 

killing me. 

But there's no equalness between the 

makings of the divine, 

who will look at the lights 

and then turn us into kids.



 

 

Train to Cairo 
 
 
 
Selling junk on the train 

funny faces to each other we give away 

It's all that we have 

apart from the generosity of the passengers 

and our clean caresses 

hidden behind dirty blankets 

A sun ray pierces my forehead 

and now I'm feverish and I don't know what 

to do 

but to throw myself to the ice,  

rub it on my forehead 



 

 

whisper mysteries to the ice 

The stench is so strong in this bloody train 

but we can't smell it anymore 

Foreigners don't get to here, 

only we know 

how to manage ourselves in here 

but how good it would be to 

sit on a couch, eat cereal  

and watch TV 

State of emergency 

Immortal is the shadow 

of a sacrosanct peak 

Immortal is the bedroom 

of the dead child 



 

 

who was looking at the news 

Immortal is the bomb 

Immortal is the shadow 

that reflects itself over the debris of the 

future



 

 

The Terror of 
Existence 
 
 
 
Somebody asked once 

why isn't everybody shouting 

all the time 

and everywhere?  

Somebody replied that it actually happens 

that we're all screaming 

continually, nonstop 

but most of us just hide it 

We hide it behind grey walls 

that we call our bodies 



 

 

and in paper roundabouts we lay 

waiting for the ocean not to swallow us 

It is the vertigo, my dear, 

which consumes us gradually 

because we want the vertigo 

We adore the vertigo 

Come on over, unintelligible life,  

and give me a vertigo today!



 

 

Cosmopolitics 
 
 
 
Everyone knows the Earth is a cradle for 

cowards  

from which we're expected to break free 

The measure of a true idealist can only be 

tested in outer space, without helmets 

or anything 

Locks and keys dance in the universal show 

and what a function they were assigned on 

Earth! 

to protect private property and spoil the 

party 



 

 

but the keys still swirl around 

Strobe lights 

Disco lights 

shine everywhere 

Even the Sun was invited 

But it's always night in outer space 

and no star can do anything about it 

A seasoned economics professor sees you 

frown 

“You have to understand”, he says 

“private property mantains high incentives” 

But how can this be?,  

if there's no sound in space 

A real estate agent who overhears agrees 



 

 

You start to cry but the tears don't fall 

Your eyes explode, 

overloaded with water



 

 

Krauss 
 
 
 
Le vie et la mort, spectacular dive 

 

(sinuous arcs afraid to give, 

afraid to feel mercy) 

 

I kiss the stealthy lullaby of the winter 

with all the passion of my saturday 

 

(while the sacred twilights 

taste like violets) 

 



 

 

(Some people hate the parentheses that 

oppress, 

that relegate the text they contain 

to a position of minor importance, 

such as the caps or the cursives 

that exalt the text 

as if their importance wasn't apparent by 

itself, 

as if words weren't enough.)



 

 

Jezebel 
 
 
 
Diamond-like glitter bathes your body 

feverish goddess of the outskirts 

the musky streets you walk 

like a hand-tied demon  

look behind 

the deformed lights falling by



 

 

Serpent 
 
 
 
I'll make great sacrifices over your belly. 

Get away from me, filthy beast! 

The son of the Nile vacillates between 

imaginary clouds  

as I shake myself and the rhythms of the 

dramas without memories. 

I fall, I get excited, I vanish 

clamped between Baroque paintings where 

the drums tremble 

as the thorns and the bats 

are scared because they pinch,  



 

 

because they kill. 

I'm climbing. 

It is not a question of who discloses or who 

explains 

the killer currents 

or who gets up early to see the 

orchards to the sky, 

casting aside 

the runnings of the winter, 

of the bulls, 

of men, 

of the true story, 

of the false story, 

of the depressing story, 



 

 

the story that grabs you 

just before masturbating, 

which tells you that the world 

is made for that. 

Come here, gentleman, and return the 

comets 

to the most divine saints 

which have always loved and supported 

you 

through the centuries and millennia of 

Earth.



 

 

Spaces 
 
 
 
I look up 

and see a very tall building. 

Hundreds of apartments rise 

as parallel realities. 

The mysterious night wraps itself around 

me with its fresh wind 

without taking the heat away. 

An indefinable perfume escapes me.  

The flags of the world flame. 

I look at the building again. 

This city is not this city. 



 

 

The taxis pass. 

A light is turned on in an apartment.  

The light is green. 

The fan spins. 

Lives converge and clash. 

Nothing makes sense. 

A white light is turned on. 

The fan keeps spinning. 

It's hot. 

The flags flame. 

Mexico, Spain, United States of America. 

This city doesn't exist. 

The lights slowly go off. 

I wait sitting on the stairs of this 



 

 

international hotel. 

This building has hundreds of floors, 

this strange spatial configuration 

built over an idea 

that looks at the sea, that eats the sea. 

France, Uruguay, Equatorial Guinea. 

All I want is to throw an anchor, 

the rest staggers and doesn't exist. 

I imagine such good situations 

that I'll die from desire. 

I don't know how that must feel 

but surely not as it does now, 

heated, deprived from the unattainable 

fragance, 



 

 

impatient, 

thrown from the tallest floor of the building,  

looking at the city from the height, 

light, high rises, satellital antennas,  

shiny supermarket signs, 

international hotels, the asphalt itself 

and the center of the Earth where I hope to 

find someone 

or a piece of soul that hasn't escaped Hell.



 

 

Hill 
 
 
 
A hill so vertical that by sliding down its 

slope 

you remain erect like a sarcophagus 

divides the asleep section of the city from 

the awake one. 

When you're sleepy you go to the other side 

and change the moon by the Sun, 

or else you rise to the spheres. 

My hand hurts. 

A rain so green that the stones shine more  

and the skins reflect everything. 



 

 

Memorization. Mnemonics. 

Transparent doll sandals 

in the bags of the plane that has never 

flown. 

The light is dim on the porch of the empty 

house. 

I mustn't eat my nails, 

I must fly over my desk like a legendary 

being 

that builds hills from wells 

dug for purposes of mineral exploitation.



 

 

The Eye is a Clock 
 
 
 
I believe in the goodness of the gods. 

A TV that is on very late reminds me: 

there is not enough sweat, there is not 

enough sweat. 

Popular opinion. Twilight vomit 

over the still hot asphalt of noon 

(post communionem). 

All together, all together, 

all together, all together. 

Smiling faces / virgins in the sky. 

Sexton! 



 

 

Inapplicable will.  

Sincerity on the neck. 

Muslim hope / neighborhood barbecue. 

Pull the string until life subsides. 

Beyond winter, beyond hell. 

When war is a solution.



 

 

Tuna Express 
 
 
 
Through the ardor of malice they slide 

before the concepts that in the wise moon 

raze 

they don't condemn the birth of the aesthete  

and they don't dance shaking off the vices 

it's about deflating every terrestrial pillow 

so that the cranium rests over rocks 

and so its dreams are modified according to 

the angle 

shining like ice over anaerobic beings 

 



 

 

small as universes 

 

slowly entering the area 

 

it's as golden and warm 

 

as the flame that got me here 

 

I shouted over power, 

I covered infant murmurs. 

I am my favorite poet 

and all of you will die.



 

 

Hot Advance 
 
 
 
This woman will be great 

The glory is in her blood 

as are the unstoppable victories 

of all these heroes of human history 

The boy has jet-lag 

he has traveled too much 

He has flown too much 

flown over so many desolate towns 

The woman and the boy 

have the exact same destiny on their hands 

A gypsy woman read it 



 

 

They will procreate 

and their thousand giant sons 

will fly over the earth 

With their wings made of flesh 

they'll be the gods of tomorrow



 

 

Life Processes 
 
 
 
Between the suitcases that we dodge 

towards the river we mount. 

The wind plays me like a flute, 

leaks between my vital cells 

and I let go the perfect melody. 

 



 

 

Orgy of the Elements 
 
 
 
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina) / Seen from 

the side 

La Paz (Bolivia) / Seen from above 

Chichicastenango (Guatemala) / Seen from 

below 

Paris (France) / Never seen 

London (England) / Never seen 

Madrid (Spain) / Never seen 

Her legs open wide as if there was nothing 

more than power, 

gravity and strength 



 

 

She rubs herself against the coast 

remembering the fractal theory: 

there are always scale mistakes 

but the land stays the same. 

How long under the water? 

She counts it in roman numerals. 

If I was a spear and you were my prey 

I'd trap you like a rope would the neck of a 

convict, 

with calculating yet mortal desire. 

Contorsion, conversion, controversy. 

If Nero played the lyre with the nerves that 

tremble you 

more than a night Rome wouldn't burn. 



 

 

When you're hungry and the food is so hot 

that it hurts your tongue it's disgusting. 

Everything is culture,  

the mirror said. 

She cried and her red eyes got off her body. 

Let's fly in the air, or can you anywhere 

else? 

This planet is scary. 

It's the cableway rising towards the sky: 

people wake up, people dance, people work 

or go to work. 

My feet sweated up there, 

while I saw the poorest neighborhoods 

of the Andine metropolis.



 

 

Baby Skirt 
 
 

As a training for the wild 

you tune your little skirt. 

Baby skirt, stroll around this Amazon. 

We rented the most desperate balconies, 

avenues of mutant alkaloids 

opened themselves behind our feet. 

Untie me before your mouth. 

You don't have a fever, you are crazy, 

and between rivers of mud the following 

tempest runs: 

caress me, slap me in the head. 



 

 

When the fictitious law whips me I say, 

I worship you in any way! 

I will wherever you want, 

even when to pay your debts 

I had to sell all my belongings. 

Today I can't find myself, 

I am a shadow of what I was 

and in some distant waste ground 

a huella in the air 

your little skirt will dance. 

 



 

 

Maymara 
 
 
We had to faint in meat 

to wake up in the vegetable symphony of 

the quinoa 

separated from the mother by order of the 

father 

separated from the father by order of the 

mother 

separated from the uncle by order of the 

cousin  

separated from the cousin by order of the 

uncle  

I want to devour you.  



 

 

I want to chew you.  

In the train station I'll begin to cry. 

Separated from the father-in-law by order of 

the son-in-law 

Separated from the son-in-law by order of 

the father-in-law 

Separated from the daughter-in-law by 

order of the mother-in-law 

Separated from the mother-in-law by order 

of the daughter-in-law 

I don't buy zoos anymore,  

they offer themselves to me. 

They sell me their shame 

in exchange for a blessing.



 

 

Forecast 
 
 
 
I don't know who I am to bless you but the 

colors of the Caribbean climate forecast 

channels are as jumbled as my garland. I 

finish drinking my Earl Grey and remember 

my afternoons of cheap wine sitting on 

suburban sidewalks; you move like Hussein 

in the gallows, self-proclaimed savior of the 

people; I say a lot and do too little, I don't 

support any particular cause because I 

spend that time looking at myself on the 



 

 

mirror; today it's going to rain in Puerto 

Rico, it will be hot in Martinica and nicely 

sunny in the Bahamas; the presenter's 

make up is smeared and a joint makes it to 

my hand; the day that I found out in the 

news about the Iraq invasion I started 

weeping because I feared the end of the 

world but the world didn't end because 

today it's 81°F in Kingston, Jamaica; orange 

light on a dark street, winter cold of 

sleepless city, life, people, activities, things, 

money, time, knowledge, day, night, suits, 

nudity, dresses, bacteria, dinosaurs, 



 

 

presidents, work, words, study, travels, 

television, fame, instruments, ambitions, 

books, colors, music, emotions, duties, sex, 

animals, plants, health, sickness, drugs, 

movies, art, perfume, windows, doors, 

houses, trees, secrets, religion, science, 

heat, cold, seasons, letters, loves, 

fragances, discussions, anniversaries, 

hymns, signs, internet, stink, textures, 

beaches, mountains, rainforests, yungas, 

deserts, stars, moons, suns, images, 

families, inheritance, atoms, laws, wars, 

amebas, visions, ghosts, legends, fears, 



 

 

pleasures, pain, storms, eclipses, poetry, 

substances, yearnings, hate, lies, truths, 

insults, plagues, praise, winds, marriage, 

food, kings, prisons, madhouses, cultures, 

superstitions, massacres, sky, clouds, 

galaxies, friendships, names, bodies, death 

and birth. Do you still want to swallow the 

illusion?



 

 



 

 

Epilogue: 
Employment 
Information 
 
 
Accounting 

Accountant, Bank Officer, Auditor, Certified 

Public Accountant (requires 5 year program 

and certificate), Financial Planner, 

Controller, Internal Revenue Agent, 

Business Consultant. 

 

Marketing 

Sales Representative, Purchasing Agent, 

Warehouse Manager, Marketing Research 



 

 

Analyst, Wholesaler, Brand Management, 

Sales Manager, Consumer & Industrial 

Advertising Manager, Consumer Research 

Analyst, Manufacturer’s Representative, 

Store Manager, Public Relations Manager, 

Inventory Control Agent, Buyer. 

 

Sport Management 

Physical Education Teacher, Coach, 

Director of YMCA, YWCA, Boys’ or Girls ’ 

Clubs, Camp Director, Pre School Director, 

Physical Culture Center Director, 

Supervisor of Physical Activities, Intramural 

Director, Gymnastics/Tumbling Director, 



 

 

Fitness Director in Business/Industry, 

Recreation Supervisor, Sports Announcer, 

Sales Representative,  Personnel, Front 

Office Personnel. 



 

 


